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Importing in Excel 

In a perfect world, government officials would easily give us the exact data we want in a 

perfect, clean Excel spreadsheet. (You laughing yet?) 

The reality is that journalists often receive data in format that we just can’t “double click” 

and open in Excel. When this happens we need to import it into Excel. We can easily 

import files into Excel from a variety of file formats including PDFs and some data you 

find online. Follow this guide to understand more about the different file types and how 

you can get them into Excel and ready for analysis. 

 

FILE EXTENSIONS 

It’s easy to tell what kind of file you’re working with by looking at the extension 

following the file name after the period. For example, .doc is a Microsoft Word document 

and a filename ending with .xls is an Excel file. The most common file types you will be 

dealing with in data journalism have the following file extensions:  

.xls or .xlsx – Excel file. These are Excel’s native files and you are a master at those by 

now! Note: .xls is for Excel versions 2003 and older and .xlsx are for versions 2007 and 

newer.  

.txt – Text file, sometimes called a flat file, is a Plain Jane file. There are two types of 

text files: The data may be aligned in columns, which is called a fixed width text file; or 

the columns may be separated with a symbol or character such as a comma or Tab, which 

is called a delimited text file.  

.csv – Comma-separated values is a type of delimited text file. Commas separate each 

column of data. Excel loves .csv and will sometimes open them directly into Excel 

without having to go through the import process.  

.pdf – PDF. Government agencies are making a habit of releasing data in electronic pdfs. 

Yes, there is a way to import that into Excel.  

Most of the major database management systems that government entities operate on 

have the ability to export information to .txt, .csv and sometimes .xls. Text files are seen 

as the universal file when it comes to data. This allows us to work with the government 

data even when we don’t have the same software.  

 

GETTING TO KNOW TEXT FILES 

Let’s view the two most common formats: fixed width and delimited text files. Double-

click on debtfix.txt to open. This is Illinois deadbeat parents data in fixed width format. 
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Each row represents one court order for back child support due. You see where the 

columns of data might fit in Excel? This is beautiful on the surface, but somewhat ugly in 

practice in the data world. 

 

Even though it looks nice it can be harder to import than its delimited sister. Close that 

file and open debtcsv.txt. Ugly, right? So this type of file is ugly on the surface, but 

beautiful in data world because it’s easier to import.  

 

 

Can you see that there are commas separating the columns? These commas are known as 

delimiters. When Excel looks at this kind of a file during an import, every time it sees a 
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comma it knows that’s where a column break should be. While commas are the most 

common delimiters, other characters can be used to tell Excel “this data goes in this 

column,” such as tab, space, even $. Close this file. Let’s import!  

 

IMPORTING FIXED WIDTH TEXT FILES 

Let’s import the fixed width file first. Open a blank spreadsheet in Excel. Click on the 

data tab and choose “From Text”.  

 

 

Navigate to the debtfix.txt file and open.  

This is the Text Import Wizard. Tada! No magic wand, but it does some cool things. 

Excel takes a guess about the type of file we are trying to import: Fixed width. It also 

offers the definitions, in case we forget.  
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The other item to notice is you can decide what row to start importing at. Sometimes 

there will be verbiage at the top from the government entity. So you can always skip that 

and import at a later row. We don’t need to change anything on Step 1, so go ahead and 

click “Next.”  

 

This is where fixed width gets ugly. We have to draw lines to tell Excel where the 

column breaks belong. Excel took a stab at it. Did Excel guess correctly? 

  

No. We need to split ZIP and STATE columns. To do so, click between ZIP and STATE 

and it will add a line. Don’t worry if it’s in the in wrong spot, you can click and hold and 

move the cursor right before the “S” on STATE. If you get super click happy, you can 

just double-click on the line and it will disappear.  

If you scroll to the right, you will also notice that DOB and ORDDAT also need to be 

split. Go ahead and add a line right before the “O” on ORDDAT. Click “Next.” 
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By the way, if you forget to add a line, just click “Back” then add it in and hit “Next” 

again.  

Here is where we tell Excel what type of data we are importing. Data types are very 

important. Essentially, we need to tell Excel which columns contain numbers, which 

columns contain dates, etc. If we skip this step, we might not be able to sort our data 

correctly or Excel may change our data inadvertently.  

Excel will default all of the columns of data to “General,” which means it will treat a 

number like a number and a letter like a letter. The problem is when you have columns 

with numbered codes, like ZIP. Would we ever average or sum together a ZIP? No. A 

good rule of thumb with numbers is this: If you’re never going to do math on a number 

(phone number, address, ZIP, codes, etc.) make the data type text. 

Let’s change that column to text so Excel won’t read it like a number. Click on ZIP and it 

will turn black. Choose “Text” in the upper-left corner.  

 

 

We also need to change the date columns. Scroll over to the right until you see DOB and 

ORDAT. The DOB is date of birth and ORDAT is the date of the court order. If we leave 

these columns as “General,” Excel will see them as numbers. Then if we want to sort our 

data by most recent order date it wouldn’t sort correctly.  

Click on DOB so it turns black. Choose “Date” under “Column data format.” Notice the 

first DOB is “19490730.” Our brains can easily see that this is 7/30/1949 but Excel needs 

more help. We then need to tell Excel what order the different pieces of the date can be 
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found. If you look closely, it’s year, month, day. Choose the drop down menu next to 

“Date” and choose “YMD”. Do the same for ORDDAT and click finish.  

 

Excel will then ask you where you want to put the data. It should default to =$A$1, so 

just click “OK.”  The last step is to save this file as an Excel workbook. Tada! 

Can you imagine drawing lines for data with 30 columns of data? You see why fixed 

width might be ugly in data world?  

 

IMPORTING DELIMITED TEXT FILES 

Let’s import debtcsv.txt.  First, make sure you have a blank spreadsheet in Excel. Then 

click on the “Data” tab at the top and choose “From Text.”  

 

Navigate to the debtcsv file and click “Open”. You’ll see the same Import Wizard Excel 

gave us last time. 
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Excel guesses we are importing a “Delimited” file and it’s correct. We want to start 

import at row 1, so click “Next”.  

 

Excel takes a guess that “Tab” is our delimiter – what separates the columns. Did Excel 

guess correctly? No. What is our delimiter? So uncheck “Tab” and check “Comma.”  

Everything look right?  

 

No. If you look at the figure above, you can see that the column names do not match up 

with the data. Under “STATE” are the ZIP codes. Notice the ‘ around the data. That is 

called a text qualifier. It basically hugs the data and tells Excel this group of data should 
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be in one column. Text qualifier is needed when you have data, such as the name column, 

which contains last name, first name. The comma is part of the data, not a delimiter, 

which is why Excel is confused. It thinks the comma in the NAME column is a delimiter, 

telling Excel to split the names.  

Let’s fix this. Choose the drop down menu by “Text qualifier” and choose the single 

quote. Look better? Click “Next.” 

 

Again, we need change the ZIP format to text and the BIRTHDAY and ORDDAT to 

Date, YMD. Click “Finish” and click “OK.” Save the file as an Excel Workbook. 

You see why delimited text files are a little easier to deal with?  

 

IMPORTING FROM THE WEB 

Have you ever seen a data table on a website and tried to copy and paste it into Excel? 

The majority of time it doesn’t work. The PC version of Excel offers an option to import 

directly from the Web but you can easily do the same thing in the Mac version of Excel 

in a few simple steps.  

Check out this URL: 

http://www.cdc.gov/westnile/statsMaps/preliminaryMapsData/histatedate.html 

It’s the up-to-date number of West Nile Virus cases by state. If we want to analyze this 

data further in Excel, we first need to get it into a spreadsheet. To do that, first highlight 

the entire webpage that contains this data using Command+A. Copy the information 

using Command+C. 

Next, open up a blank Excel workbook. Put your cursor in cell A1 of the first sheet and 

paste in the information using Command+V. It should look something like the image 

below. 

http://www.cdc.gov/westnile/statsMaps/preliminaryMapsData/histatedate.html
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Notice that this is pretty messy. A lot of the information at the top of the page is 

hyperlinked so if you clicked on it a browser would open. Let’s try something different to 

get around this issue. You still have the copied webpage available on your clipboard so 

we can paste it again. This time, let’s click  on Sheet2 and in cell A1, right-click, then 

select “Paste special,” and “Text.”  

You get the same thing only all of the hyperlinks and formatting have been stripped out 

of the pasted information – much less messy to deal with. 
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Now, all you need to do is clean this up so all that remains is the data table. You can 

either delete the rows above and below the table (right-click on the number for a row and 

select “Delete”) or just copy the table and paste it in a new sheet.  

The last step is to save this workbook as a new sheet. It’s also good to note somewhere 

when the information was downloaded and what link it came from. 

Now you can analyze your data from the Web!  

Unfortunately, this method won’t work all of the time. Sometimes data online aren’t in 

static tables or won’t cleanly import into Excel. In those situations you might want to 

explore Web scraping. IRE members can search the IRE tipsheet database and the 

NICAR list archives for information on Web scraping. And remember, you can always 

submit an open records request to get the information in a usable format. 

 

CONVERTING PDF  

Sigh. This portion of the lesson didn’t use to be necessary. Unfortunately, there’s a 

growing trend of government entities releasing data in pdfs. When it’s in this format, we 

can’t sort the data, analyze it with PivotTables or use any of the fancy formulas we just 

learned! Don’t worry, there are ways to handle this issue and get PDF files into Excel. 

So there are two types of pdfs. Ones that are scanned. (boo!). Others that are saved 

electronically as a pdf. (much better!). Both are a pain so it might be worth arguing for 

the actual data. Note: Make sure in your initial records request to ask for .txt or .csv data 

and feel free to say “not a pdf.”   

If you are one of the lucky ones who have to deal with the pdf, you are in good company. 

Let’s help you extract that data out!  

Open Madoff.pdf. This is a file that the feds gave reporters of Bernie Madoff’s clients. 

You will notice it’s 163 pages of a spreadsheet!  

Once you get the pdf, open it and check the “Document Properties” under the “File” 

menu. This will sometimes show you who created the pdf: “egomez” and the original file 

type: Excel. So you can go back and say “Tell Gomez, I would like that Excel file he/she 

was working from.”  
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If that doesn’t work to pry data from the government’s hand, we can convert this pdf to 

an Excel file. There are a couple of options. One is cometdocs.com, which will be the one 

we will be using. More on that later. Two other options are Zamzar.com and Tabula. 

Zamzar is a free online converter site and similar to CometDocs. Tabula is another free 

option that was created by journalists. Tabula runs on your own computer and is used to 

extract data tables from PDF files. Find more information here: 

http://tabula.nerdpower.org/ 

 

Cometdocs is a website that allows you to convert files and store them. It’s free, to a 

point. Go to cometdocs.com. Click on the large, blank box, to get the “Upload” button to 

show.  

Click on the “Upload” button and navigate to the Madoff.pdf file. You can also drag the 

file to the white box.  
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Once the Madoff file is loaded, grab it and drag it down to where it says “Convert”. Then 

click on file type. There are several options including .txt. In this case, we will choose 

Excel. Plug in your email address and click on “Convert.”  

 

In a few minutes you should get an email from Cometdocs with the subject “Your file is 

ready for download.” Click on the link in the mail and it will download your Excel file.  

If you open the file, you will notice that it will need to be cleaned (this is common when 

you convert PDF files). For example, the page breaks in the pdf will create extra blank 

rows in the Excel spreadsheet.  

Cometdocs only keeps that file for 24 hours. So if you don’t download it within 24 hours 

of receiving the email, you will need to convert again.  

Since it’s a web application, we wouldn’t recommend using this service to convert 

private files.  

For scanned pdfs, Cometdocs requires you be a premium member. IRE members are able 

to get a premium membership for free. For more information, go here: 

http://ire.org/blog/ire-news/2013/05/22/ire-announces-partnership-cometdocs/ 

 

        ###  
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